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### Title:
In the Matter of the Intestate Estate of Andres de Guzman Pereira: Victoria Bringas Pereira
vs. The Honorable Court of Appeals and Rita Pereira Nagac

### Facts:
Andres de Guzman Pereira, an employee of Philippine Air Lines, passed away intestate on
January 3, 1983, in Bacoor, Cavite, leaving behind his spouse, Victoria Bringas Pereira, and
his sister, Rita Pereira Nagac. Nagac filed for letters of administration at the Regional Trial
Court (RTC) of Bacoor, Cavite on March 1, 1983, claiming both she and Victoria were the
sole heirs, with Andres leaving no debts but several assets. Victoria opposed, arguing no
estate necessitated administration and requested administration rights if necessary. The
RTC appointed Nagac as administratrix on March 28, 1985. Dissatisfied, Victoria appealed
to the Court of Appeals (CA), which upheld the RTC’s decision on December 15, 1987.
Subsequently, Victoria filed a petition for review on certiorari to the Supreme Court (SC),
raising issues regarding the necessity of judicial administration and the right appointment
for administratrix.

### Issues:
1. Whether an estate of the deceased exists for administration purposes.
2. The necessity of judicial administration proceedings in the absence of debts.
3. The proper party to be appointed as administratrix between the surviving spouse and
sister.

### Court’s Decision:
The SC, in resolving the issues, stated:
1. **Existence of the Estate**: The Supreme Court declined to determine the presence of an
estate for administration, stating it is a matter for the probate court. However, it noted the
provisionality of the probate court’s decisions on such matters.
2. **Necessity of Judicial Administration**: The Court elaborated on the conditions under
which judicial administration is unnecessary, notably when heirs are of legal age, and there
are no debts. It highlighted that heirs could opt for administration proceedings even without
debts if they had good reasons, which was not established in this case.
3. **Appointment as Administratrix**: Due to deciding that the administration proceedings
were unnecessary, the Supreme Court found it needless to resolve who between the sister
and spouse had a superior right to be administratrix.

The Court ultimately revoked the letters of administration granted to Nagac and dismissed
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the  administration  proceeding,  allowing  for  a  new  action  for  the  partition  of  Andres
Pereira’s property.

### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court reasserted the principle that judicial administration of an estate is
unnecessary when the heirs are all of legal age, and there are no debts owed by the estate.
However, it recognized that heirs might still opt for administration proceedings for good
reasons, underscoring that the test for “good reason” is circumstantial.

### Class Notes:
1. **Judicial Administration of Estates**: Normally required when a person dies leaving
property, to appoint a qualified administrator if no will is left or the will doesn’t name an
executor.
2. **Exception to Judicial Administration**: Under Section 1, Rule 74 of the Revised Rules of
Court, if all heirs are of legal age and there are no debts, they may partition the estate
without judicial administration.
3. **Significance of “Good Reason”**: Heirs can choose administration proceedings without
debts if they have compelling reasons, but these are assessed based on the particularities of
each case.

### Historical Background:
The  case  provides  insight  into  the  procedural  and  substantive  rules  governing  the
administration of intestate estates in the Philippines. It demonstrates the Supreme Court’s
approach to balancing the formal requirements of estate administration with the practical
realities  and  relationships  of  the  decedent’s  survivors.  The  decision  underscores  an
inclination towards simplifying the process of  settling estates where possible,  avoiding
unnecessary litigation and expense, reflective of the jurisprudential trend during that era.


